
Robert Smith 
Parts Associate/Executive

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Obtain a position where  can seek challenging opportunities where  can 
fully use  skills for the success of the organization. Seeking employment 
with a company where can grow professionally and personally. Want to 
succeed in a stimulating and challenging environment that will provide me 
with advancement opportunities.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Parts Associate/Executive
ABC Corporation -   May 2013 – August 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for Shipping and receiving inventory.
 Responsible for Supervising floor staff.
 Received and counted stock items, and record data manually or using 

computer.
 Packed and unpacked items to be stocked on shelves in stockrooms, 

warehouses, or storage yards.
 Verified inventory computations by comparing them to physical counts 

of stock, and investigate discrepancies or adjust errors.
 Stored items in an orderly and accessible manner in warehouses, tool 

rooms, supply rooms, or other areas.
 Marked stock items using identification tags, stamps, electric marking 

tools, or other labeling equipment.

Parts Associate
Delta Corporation -   2011 – 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Provide Excellent customer service, provide the customer with the part 
they need, stock shelves, unload truck, operate pallet jack, cash 
handling, .

 Customer service, forklift operator, shipping and receiving.
 Helped diagnose car problems, replaced battery and did my best make 

every customer satisfied.
 Alkaline zinc plate parts for multiple customers.
 Drive fork lift, clean tanks, check parts with positest gage for thickness, 

tape pins, package parts, break down and set up lines.
 Report issues to chemist, plant manager and maintenance engineer.
 Run line when team lead is absent.

Education

High School Diploma - August 2009(Juan Seguin High School - 
Arlington, TX)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Customer Service, 
Microsoft Office 
Proficiency, Strong 
Problem Solver, 
Excellent 
Communication.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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